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scrum scale allows an organization to grow organically at
its own pace and efficiently coordinate an unlimited
number of scrum teams through its use of a scale free
architecture the concepts behind the framework are well
documented and also less prescriptive than other
frameworks the scrum scale guide describes the minimal
set of components to scale scrum by using scrum and its
resulting business agility across an entire organization it
can be used in all types of organizations within industry
government nonprofits or academia scaled professional
scrum is based on unit of development called a nexus the
nexus consists of up to 10 scrum teams the number
depending on how well the code and design are structured
the domains understood and the people organized the
scrum at scale guide is the official guide to the scrum scale
framework it contains the components and definitions of
the scaled roles scaled events and enterprise artifacts that
compose the scrum scale framework as well as the rules
that bind them together agile at scale movin on up scaling
agile in large organizations software development teams
have proven that implementing agile frameworks like
scrum and kanban lets them deliver solutions to customers
faster with more predictability and gives them the ability to
react quickly based on new information in simple terms
scrum at scale is a framework to scale scrum across the
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organization s ecosystem of multiple teams and projects
the scrum at scale framework is one of the best options for
companies that have followed scrum for a while and have
established scrum teams why scrum at scale scrum scale
naturally extends the core scrum framework to deliver
better results organization wide scrum scale has helped
networks of teams across industries and disciplines to
address complex problems while creatively delivering
products and services of the highest possible value scaling
scrum is a program from scrum org to manage and operate
multi scrum team initiatives techniques for organizing and
selecting product backlog resolving dependencies and
integrating work and creating done increments are
evaluated scrum scale was created to efficiently coordinate
this new ecosystem of teams it achieves this goal through
setting up a minimum viable bureaucracy via a scale free
architecture the nexus framework for scaling scrum is a
concise book that shows how nexus helps teams to deliver
a complex multi platform product in short frequent cycles
without sacrificing consistency or quality and without
adding unnecessary complexity or straying from scrum s
core principles large scale scrum less framework outlines
how to scale scrum to multiple teams working together on
a project read about less principles and benefits in large
scale scrum more with less craig larman and bas vodde
have distilled over a decade of experience in large scale
less adoptions towards a simpler organization that delivers
more flexibility with less complexity more value with less
waste and more purpose with less prescription large scale
scrum is scrum it isn t new and improved scrum rather less
is about figuring out how to apply the principles rules
elements and purpose of scrum in a large scale context as
simply as possible in large scale scrum more with less
craig larman and bas vodde have distilled over a decade of
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experience in large scale less adoptions towards a simpler
organization that delivers more flexibility with less
complexity more value with less waste and more purpose
with less prescription in large scale scrum more with less
craig larman and bas vodde have distilled over a decade of
experience in large scale less adoptions towards a simpler
organization that delivers more flexibility with less
complexity more value with less waste and more purpose
with less prescription scaling scrum starts with
understanding standard one team scrum from that point
your organization must be able to understand and adopt
less which requires examining the purpose of one team
scrum elements and figuring out how to reach the same
purpose while staying within the constraints of the
standard scrum rules 1 c lose your eyes and imagine you
have one small cross functional feature focused product
team engagement is high and their success is too the team
cranks on all cylinders due to healthy in large scale scrum
we try to achieve more with less instead of providing
something that s really built out we try to provide a barely
sufficient framework so as well as being based on a set of
principles less has some rules principles overview
download pdf download png large scale scrum is scrum it
is not new and improved scrum less is about applying the
principles elements and purpose of scrum in a large scale
context multiple team scrum not multiple scrum teams
course overview the scaled professional scrum sps with
nexus course is designed as an activity based workshop
where students develop a collection of skills that can be
applied to overcome challenges when scaling scrum in this
two day class students work together in a nexus to
organize and simulate a scaled product development
project



organizational agility with scrum
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scrum scale allows an organization to grow organically at
its own pace and efficiently coordinate an unlimited
number of scrum teams through its use of a scale free
architecture the concepts behind the framework are well
documented and also less prescriptive than other
frameworks

the scrum scale guide online scrum
scale framework
Apr 16 2024

the scrum scale guide describes the minimal set of
components to scale scrum by using scrum and its
resulting business agility across an entire organization it
can be used in all types of organizations within industry
government nonprofits or academia

what is scaling scrum scrum org
Mar 15 2024

scaled professional scrum is based on unit of development
called a nexus the nexus consists of up to 10 scrum teams
the number depending on how well the code and design
are structured the domains understood and the people
organized
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the scrum at scale guide is the official guide to the scrum
scale framework it contains the components and definitions
of the scaled roles scaled events and enterprise artifacts
that compose the scrum scale framework as well as the
rules that bind them together

scaling agile in large organizations
atlassian
Jan 13 2024

agile at scale movin on up scaling agile in large
organizations software development teams have proven
that implementing agile frameworks like scrum and kanban
lets them deliver solutions to customers faster with more
predictability and gives them the ability to react quickly
based on new information

what is scrum at scale atlassian
community
Dec 12 2023

in simple terms scrum at scale is a framework to scale
scrum across the organization s ecosystem of multiple
teams and projects the scrum at scale framework is one of
the best options for companies that have followed scrum



for a while and have established scrum teams why scrum at
scale

home scrum scale scaling
framework created by dr jeff
Nov 11 2023

scrum scale naturally extends the core scrum framework to
deliver better results organization wide scrum scale has
helped networks of teams across industries and disciplines
to address complex problems while creatively delivering
products and services of the highest possible value

do you know how to scale scrum
scrum org
Oct 10 2023

scaling scrum is a program from scrum org to manage and
operate multi scrum team initiatives techniques for
organizing and selecting product backlog resolving
dependencies and integrating work and creating done
increments are evaluated

the scrum scale guide
Sep 09 2023

scrum scale was created to efficiently coordinate this new
ecosystem of teams it achieves this goal through setting up
a minimum viable bureaucracy via a scale free architecture



scaling scrum with nexus scrum
org
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the nexus framework for scaling scrum is a concise book
that shows how nexus helps teams to deliver a complex
multi platform product in short frequent cycles without
sacrificing consistency or quality and without adding
unnecessary complexity or straying from scrum s core
principles

the large scale scrum less
framework atlassian
Jul 07 2023

large scale scrum less framework outlines how to scale
scrum to multiple teams working together on a project
read about less principles and benefits

large scale scrum more with less
acm digital library
Jun 06 2023

in large scale scrum more with less craig larman and bas
vodde have distilled over a decade of experience in large
scale less adoptions towards a simpler organization that
delivers more flexibility with less complexity more value
with less waste and more purpose with less prescription



introduction to less large scale
scrum less
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large scale scrum is scrum it isn t new and improved scrum
rather less is about figuring out how to apply the principles
rules elements and purpose of scrum in a large scale
context as simply as possible

large scale scrum more with less
book o reilly media
Apr 04 2023

in large scale scrum more with less craig larman and bas
vodde have distilled over a decade of experience in large
scale less adoptions towards a simpler organization that
delivers more flexibility with less complexity more value
with less waste and more purpose with less prescription

large scale scrum more with less
addison wesley signature
Mar 03 2023

in large scale scrum more with less craig larman and bas
vodde have distilled over a decade of experience in large
scale less adoptions towards a simpler organization that
delivers more flexibility with less complexity more value
with less waste and more purpose with less prescription



less framework large scale scrum
less
Feb 02 2023

scaling scrum starts with understanding standard one team
scrum from that point your organization must be able to
understand and adopt less which requires examining the
purpose of one team scrum elements and figuring out how
to reach the same purpose while staying within the
constraints of the standard scrum rules

less is more when you scale agile
serious scrum medium
Jan 01 2023

1 c lose your eyes and imagine you have one small cross
functional feature focused product team engagement is
high and their success is too the team cranks on all
cylinders due to healthy

what is large scale scrum less
scrum org
Nov 30 2022

in large scale scrum we try to achieve more with less
instead of providing something that s really built out we try
to provide a barely sufficient framework so as well as being
based on a set of principles less has some rules



principles overview large scale
scrum less
Oct 30 2022

principles overview download pdf download png large scale
scrum is scrum it is not new and improved scrum less is
about applying the principles elements and purpose of
scrum in a large scale context multiple team scrum not
multiple scrum teams

scaled professional scrum with
nexus training scrum org
Sep 28 2022

course overview the scaled professional scrum sps with
nexus course is designed as an activity based workshop
where students develop a collection of skills that can be
applied to overcome challenges when scaling scrum in this
two day class students work together in a nexus to
organize and simulate a scaled product development
project
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